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Ad Batchelor, Julie Forsyth and de Lys,
5- Claudia. Superstitious? Here's Whyl
illus. by Erik Blegvad. Harcourt,
1954. 1 29 p. $2.25.
A collection of fairly common sayings and
superstitions traced back to their original
meanings. The material is presented in a
lively manner that makes pleasant reading.
Some well known superstitions have been
omitted, and not many variant meanings are
indicated. No authorities are cited for any
of the information and for this reason the
book is less effective than the Leach, Soup
Stone (Funk & Wagnalls, 1954).
R Beery, Mary. Manners Made Easy. 2d ed.
7- McGraw-Hill, 1954. 333p. $3.50.
(Values: Social poise; Consideration
of others).
A new edition of a book first published in 1949.
The revisions are more in terms of bringing
the material up to date than of adding new sec-
tions. Paragraphs have been re-written through-
out-usually resulting in a more objective tone
than that of the first edition. Many new photo-
graphs have been substituted for the older
ones, and the reproduction of the pictures is
improved throughout. Several new film strips
are listed and the bibliography has been ex-
panded and brought up to date. A useful
reference work for home and library use.
R Bettina. Piccolo. Harper, 1954. 64p.
K-2 $1.25.
Piccolo, son of Cocolo, is taken to Italy to
play the part of his father in a movie of
Cocolo's life. While there he proves himself
a hero and the movie is changed to one about
his life. A mildly amusing story. The binding
is sturdy, but the small size (4 x 4 3/4) may
limit the book's usefulness for general
libraries.
NR Burt, Olive Woolley. Young Jed Smith,
4-5 Westering Boy; illus. by Harry Lees.
Bobbs-Merrill, 1954. 192p. $ 1.75.
(Childhood of Famous Americans).
Jedidiah Smith deserves a more vital and
stirring biography than this very namby-
pamby account of his early childhood. Al-
though his later exploits in mapping much of
the West are given brief attention at the end,
neither Smith nor the country ever achieve
their true stature and ruggedness.
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Ad Clymer, Eleanor (Lowenton). Chester;
5-7 illus. by Ezra Jack Keats. Dodd,
1954. 143p. $2.50.
Chester is a small boy with a great desire to
play football. How he obtains a football
uniform, and how the new uniform leads,
indirectly, to an interest in photography
makes a pleasantly episodic story, in no way
outstanding in either plot or writing. The
photography angle is much more important a
part of the story than is the sports angle.
Ad Colby, Carroll Burleigh. Frogmen;
6-8 Training, Equipment and Operations of
Our Navy's Undersea Fighters. Coward-
McCann, 1954. 48p. $1.
Brief text and large photographs explain the
work, training and equipment of the Navy Under-
water Demolition Teams, nicknamed the "Frog-
men." Like the other books in this series, this
one has interesting material but an insubstantial
format. The Floherty, Deep Down Under
(Lippincott, 1953) contains a more detailed
account of this same work, but has fewer
photographs.
Ad Crisp, Frank. The Adventure of Whaling;
8- illus. by Winston Megoran. St. Martin's
Press, 1954. 142p. $2.
Detailed history of whaling, particularly the
origins of various tools and whaling techniques.
The material is well organized and clearly
illustrated. The full use of the book as a
reference source is limited by the lack of an
index. This is a less dramatic account than
Geoffrey Whittam's The Whale Hunters (World,
1955). However, it will serve as supplementary
material where interest in the subject demands
additional information.
R Dalgliesh, Alice. The Thanksgiving Story;
2-4 with illus. by Helen Sewell. Scribner,
1954. 32p. $2.50.
With great simplicity and dignity the author
recounts the events that led to the founding of
Plymouth and the celebration of the first
Thanksgiving. The account is very slightly
fictionalized-just enough to give it interest
and reality for young readers. Helen Sewell's
colorful, somewhat stylized drawings are a
perfect complement for the text and help to
make this a distinguished book.
M Dennis, Morgan. Himself and Burlap on
K-2 TV. Viking, 1954. 41p. $2.
Mildly amusing account of a T-V talent contest
for dogs, which is, of course, won by the two
pups, Himself and Burlap. The illustrations
have much more humor than has the text, which
is stolid in spots and very labored humor at
the earlier books will be meaningless except
to those youngsters who may be well acquaint-
ed with the other stories of these two pups.
The text is too difficult for independent read-
ing.
M Dickinson, Alice. The First Book of
5-7 Prehistoric Animals; pictures by
Helene Carter. Watts, 1954. 93p.
$1.75.
Beginning with the story of Mary Anning, who
became a famous collector of fossils while
still a young girl, this book goes on to de-
scribe the methods of learning about the
prehistoric world, the nature of life before
the appearance of mammals, and early mam-
mal types. The text is interesting and there
are many well-placed drawings. Although the
information is generally accurate, there is
at least one serious error in the illustra-
tions and at least one major misuse of terms.
The book contains a glossary of the more
frequently used scientific terms and an index.
The use of the index is made difficult because
the pages are not always numbered. The volume
has some value for its wide scope, which gives
a more general survey of the subject than most
of the other dinosaur books written at this
same reading level.
NR Disney, Walt. Chip 'n' Dale at the Zoo;
K-1 told by Annie North Bedford; pictures
adapted by Bill Bosche from the motion
picture 'Working for Peanuts." Simon
& Schuster, 1954. 28p. (A Little
Golden Book). 25W.
Pointless story of how the elephant in the zoo
helps Chip and Dale, two chipmunks, to gather
their winter store of peanuts. No better than
a comic book.
Ad Disney, Walt. Living Desert; by Jane
3-8 Werner and the staff of the Walt Disney
Studio; based on the film narration by
James Algar, Winston Hibler, and Ted
Sears. Simon & Schuster, 1954. 124p.
(A True-Life Adventure). $2.95.
The excellent color photographs give the book
its primary value. The text gives an over-view
of desert plant and animal life but is not de-
tailed enough about any one aspect of that life
for the book to have much reference value. A
pleasant book for browsing and for stimulating
interest in the subject. The photographs could
be used to supplement Huntington's Let' s Go to
the Desert (Doubleday, 1949).
R Du Bois, William Phne. The Giant. Vik-
5-7 ing, 1954. 124p. $2.75.
A fanciful-realistic story of a young boy of
other times. Constant references to events in giant proportions who is being hidden away in
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a town in middle Europe. The boy has spent
his life in hiding in various parts of Europe,
but eventually he finds a town where the people
neither fear him nor ridicule him, and he
settles down there to live happily. The ac-
count of how the author discovered the giant,
and helped to bring him out into the open is
told with a straight-faced humor that lends a
note of reality to the story. Du Bois's
illustrations are excellent for giving an
impression of the size of the giant.
R /Dunsing, Dee. War Chant; decorations
7-9 by E. Harper Johnson. Longmans,
1954. 176p. $2.50.
A vivid, albeit sometimes implausible story
of the Second Seminole War in 1836 as seen
through the adventures of young Rod Wheeler
whose family live near Tampa. Rod joins the
army as a scout and takes part in many of the
campaigns. He is captured by the Indians, es-
capes with the help of an Indian boy whom he
has known for years, and is almost mur-
dered by a white slaver before he finally re-
turns home. In line with historical fact, the
ending is not a decisive or a happy one, for
Rod returns home with the knowledge that neither
side has won, and the prospects are all for a
long and bitter struggle. Good historical fiction
about an event that has not been treated very
often in children's books.
R Earle, Vana. The Busy Man and the
K-2 Nighttime Noises. Lothrop. 1954.
26p. $2.
Another picture book account of the activities
of the "busy" man. This time he is preparing
for the night. As he sits with his dog and
cat under the trees enjoying the early evening,
does a few chores inside the house, plays a
game of checkers with himself, and finally
goes to bed, he listens to and names the
noises around him. The bull-frog and cricket,
the wind and rain, the train and the trailer
truck, and all the other familiar, friendly
noises of the nighttime are identified. A
slight story somewhat reminiscent of the
Margaret Wise Brown "Noisy" books. As in the
earlier story, the illustrations are more im-
portant than the text. They are filled with
interesting detials for the young child to
examine, although the pictures of the checker
game have been reversed and do not match the
text. The book will need to be read aloud to
most children below the third grade.
SpR Edmonds, Walter Dumaux. Hound Dog
9-12 Moses and the Promised Land;
pictures by William Gropper. Dodd,
1954. 89p. $2.50.
A fantasy in which a faithful hound dog follows
his master to Heaven and wins admission
in spite of the "No Dog" sign on the gate.
The story is told in a humorous vein that is
quite adult, and it may prove objectionable to
some readers because of the levity with which
religious figures and symbols are treated.
For others the story has the kind of sentimen-
tal humor that seems inherent in hound dog
stories. Gropper's illustrations are uneven,
but occasionally quite amusing.
R Epstein, Samuel and Beryl. The First
4- Book of Words; Their Family Histories;
pictures by Laszlo Roth. Watts, 1954.
64p. $1.75.
An absorbing discussion of words-the ways in
which they have originated, or have been
introduced into the English language; how
meanings and spellings have changed through
the years; and the part that language has played
in man's progress toward civilization. There
are brief sections on the great language families,
on the development of the alphabet and writing,
and on slang. As an introductory book on the
subject this could whet the interest of readers
and lure them on to more detailed works. The
book is best suited to independent use at a
junior high school level, but could be used by
teachers to read aloud to elementary grades.
M Frank, R. Work Boats; illus. by Rus
5-6 Anderson. Crowell. 1954. 146p. $2.50.
Fifteen types of work boats and their functions
are described in detail. The writing is uneven
in quality, frequently poor in transition from
one fact to another. There is an attempt to
compare depth of water and the sizes of boats
with familiar objects such as automobiles and
houses, but the comparisons do not always give
a clear understanding of the relative sizes.
The sections describing New York harbor fer-
ries and tugboats are more fluent and inter-
esting than the other sections of the book.
R Frazier, Neta Lohnes. Somebody pecial;
4-6 illus. by Henrietta Jones Moon.
Longmans, 1954. 148p. $2.74. (Values:
Family relations; Self-expression).
A continuation of the activities of Rhoda (Little
Rhody) and her family on their Michigan farm
in 1876. Rhoda is still trying to prove her
individuality to herself and her family, and in
this, her eleventh year, she begins to realize
that her own special talent lies in her ability
to use words, both in writing and in storytell-
ing. As in the earlier book, the style is epi-
sodic, and the story gives a warm, happy
picture of family life.
R Fritz, Jean. Fish Head; illus. by Marc
2-4 Simont. Coward-McCann, 1954. 41p. $2.75.
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Amusing story of a "raggedy, scraggledy,
patched-up, scratched-up cat." Fish Head
lives on a fishing wharf where he manges a
precarious living by stealing food from the
nearby markets, and gets his chief amusement
from chasing rats. One day he follows a rat
on board a fishing boat, and does not realize
where he is until he is well out to sea. At
first he has difficulty adjusting to the new
life, but when he learns the joys of catching
flying fish as they land on the deck each
morning, he becomes a confirmed fish-boat
cat. The humorous illustrations add to the
fun of the book for reading aloud or for indi-
vidual reading.
NR Gilbert, Kenneth. Cruise of the Dipsy-Do;
6-8 illus. by Ernest Norling. Holt, 194.
180p. $2.50.
Just before he starts out on a season of salmon
fishing, Chip Norton becomes involved with
orphaned, Ben Burson, who has run away from
his cruel stepfather, Jud Trott. By befriending
the boy and taking him on as a crew member,
Chip brings himself and his boat to the attention
of Jud and his renegade companions, who rob
the boys and try to murder them. Needless to
say, the boys succeed in bringing the men to
justice. In addition to being melodramatic and
unrealistic the story is poor for its fostering
of the idea that children have no recourse to
protection under the law, but must simply try
to put up as best they can with cruel treatment
from parents, stepparents, or guardians.
Ad Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. Grimm's
4-6 Tales; illus. by Helen Sewell and
Madeleine Gekiere. Oxford, 1954.
142p. $3.50.
Sixteen tales from Grimm, most of them fairly
well-known. The versions are standard ones.
The illustrations are exceedingly sophisticated,
with an adult rather than a child appeal.
NR Hager, Alice (Rogers). Dateline: Paris.
7-9 Messner, 1954. 190p. $2.75
A career-love story in the worst possible
tradition. At seventeen, Judy Merrill joined
the staff of the New York Mercury as a copy
girl. Five years later she had worked her way
through Columbia's School of Journalism and
to the coveted post of foreign correspondent
assigned to the Mercury' s newly-established
Paris office. There she helps thwart a plot
against the ruler of a small country, falls in
love with Andy Barton, and marries him to set-
tle down to a career as an "old-fashioned wife"
with perhaps a fling at writing children's books
on the side. Unrealistic and overwhelmingly
sentimental.
R Hall, Rosalys. Baker's Man; pictures
3-5 by Kurt Werth. Lippincott, 1954.
28p. $2.50.
Andres, a young baker, arrives in Ufhofen with
no possessions other than his high bicycle.
He likes the town and when he discovers that
the local baker is more interested in learning
circus stunts than in baking, Andres takes
over the work. His position is uncertain until
one day the baker swaps him the bakery for
his bicycle and sets off to join the circus.
A mildly pleasant story that will be more
enjoyed for the humorous, lively illustra-
tions than for the somewhat wooden text.
R Hammond, Ralph. Cruise of Danger.
7-9 Westminster, 1954. 201p. $2.50.
An exciting adventure story of modern sailing
and pirating in the Mediterranean. Young Stephen
Garnet's father died of an accident just before
he had a chance to show to the English govern-
ment the value of his new direction finder for
planes and ships. One part of the apparatus
was stolen and Stephen and Alan Chelworth
(Mr. Garnet's assistant) set forth to recover
it. The story of their encounters with black
marketeers and smugglers off the coast of
Italy makes a fast-paced suspenseful story
that will have wide appeal for boys.
NR Harrop, Hilda M. The Young Traveler in
5-7 New Zealand; illus. with photographs
and map; sketches by Henry C. Pitz.
Dutton, 1954. 223p. $3.
An American boy and girl go to New Zealand
with their mother who had lived there as a
child. During the year's visit, the children
travel about the North and South Islands,
sightseeing, visiting with friends and relatives,
and attending school. Although the children
ask intelligent questions and receive answers
filled with interesting facts about New Zealand,
the travelogue becomes dull with the uninter-
esting writing. There is no story appeal, and the
organization of the travel material is so casual
as to give the reader a confused picture of the
subject. Rather than encouraging the reader
to continue to the end of the book, the story
elements seem annoyingly in the way of the
information. The result is an artificial type
of travel experience which is not very reward-
ing.
Ad Hill, Ralph Nading. Robert Fulton and the
5-7 Steamboat; illus. by Lee J. Ames.
Random House, 1954. 181p. (A Land-
mark Book). $1.50.
A rather sparse biography, touching briefly
on Fulton's early life and his attempt at a
career as an artist, and dealing more fully
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with his endeavors to perfect a submarine and
a steamboat. His difficulties with rival steam-
boat builders are mentioned briefly. As an in-
troduction to Fulton and his work the book is
adequate, although the man never becomes a
real, fully-developed personality. Judson's
Boat Builder (Scribner, 1940) gives more of an
insight into Futlon as a person, and Lowe's
Quicksilver Bob (Harcourt, 1946) gives more
details of his life as an artist as well as a
broader picture of the period in which he lived.
NR Horwich, Frances R. and Werrenrath,
3-4 Reinald. My Big Brother; illus. by
yrs. Mina Gow McLean. Rand McNally, 1954.
28p. 25V.
While mother is away for a part of a day, nine-
year-old George takes care of four-year-old
Marie. Their relationship is idyllic, if
scarcely realistic, and the recital of their
day's occupation is as dull as the activities
themselves.
M Hunt, Mabel Leigh. Singing Among
7-9 Strangers; decorations by Irene Gibian.
Lippincott, 1954. 21 4 p. $3.
Sympathetically told story of a Latvian family,
caught between the Russian and the German
armies during World War II, who after many
privations reach the United States where they
begin to build a new life. The picture of the
serenity and happiness of the Darzins' life
on their farm is used as a contrast to the de-
privations they faced during their years of
exile in Germany at the end of the war, and
during the occupation. The book closes on a
note of hope as the family begin to find their
place in America. The emphasis in the book
is on action rather than characterization, and
because the characters never emerge as real
people, some of the impact of the situations is
lost. This is by no means as powerful a picture
of life in post-war Europe as that drawn by
Benary in The Ark (Harcourt, 1953), although
it could serve to give some idea of the hard-
ships which many European people have faced.
Ad Kieran, Margaret and John. John James
5-7 Audubon; illus. by Christine Price.
Random House, 1954. 182p. (A Land-
mark Book). $1.50.
A somewhat fictionalized, rather obviously
manufactured-for-young-readers, biography
of Audubon. The authors are more concerned
with accounts of Audubon's search for new birds
and his efforts to perfect his bird pictures, than
they are in developing Audubon as a personality
or in dealing with his relationships with other
people. The book contains no examples of
Audubon's work, although there are numerous
if the reader had the picture before him.
Adequate as an introduction, but not satisfac-
tory as a complete and well-rounded picture
of the man.
NR Macdonald, Zillah Katherine. Mystery
5-7 of the Piper's Ghost; illus. by
Eleanor Troth. Winston, 1954. 178p.
$2.50.
A poorly written, almost mawkishly sentimental
mystery story involving a young boy of unknown
parentage living in Portopeake, Nova Scotia,
and two swindlers who are trying to persuade
the people of Portopeake to invest their money
in an old gold mine, in which they claim to
have discovered a new vein of ore. Needless
to say the boy helps expose their plot, is the
hero of a daring mine rescue, and discovers
his parents to have been equally heroic war
casualties.
Ad McNeer, May Yonge and Ward, Lynd
K-2 Kendall. Little Baptiste. Houghton,
1954. 48p. $ 2.50.
Little Baptiste lived with his parents on a
lonely farm in the back woods of Canada. The
animals on the farm had become so tired from
the amount of work they had to do that they
finally refused to do any more. Baptiste then
discovered some strange animals in the woods
-an elephant, a giraffe, a zebra, a kangaroo,
six goats, three white-tailed gnus and a
monkey-and took them home where he per-
suaded them to harvest the crops and do the
farm chores. By the time the owners of the
circus from which the animals had escaped
appeared, Baptiste had learned that the secret
of their ability to work was the music made by
the bells which the goats wore. He thereupon
put bells on the farm animals and they had no
trouble thereafter. Quite far-fetched. The size
and style of type used makes the book more
difficult to read than the text would normally
be, and the book will be more satisfactory
for reading aloud than for individual use.
NR Mariana. Miss Flora McFlimsey and
3-5 Little Laughing Water. Lothrop, 1954.
yrs. 32p. $1.25.
Miss Flora McFlimsey(a doll) starts forth one
day to visit Peterkins the rabbit. On the way
she befriends several small animals and is in
turn helped by some friendly Indians when she
loses her way. Very slight.
NR Massey, Jeanne. The Adventures of
4-6 Blair Whitney; illus. by Brinton
Turkle. Holt, 1954. 218p. $2.75.
Ten-year-old Blair Whitney had lived all his
life in the Philippines, where his father
references to specific details of pictures as worked as a consulting engineer. Then Mr.
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Whitney became ill and the family returned to
America to a small town in upper New York
State. There Blair learned that he could not
boss the boys of his new school as he had the
Filipino boys with whom he had played in the
Islands, and he came to realize that his
relationships with those boys had been anything
but admirable. The story's lesson in demo-
cracy is not successfully presented, in part
because of the awkwardly inept writing. Blair's
financial problems, brought on by his own
carelessness and thoughtlessness, are solved
through an improbable coincidence and through
no real effort on his part.
R Meigs, Elizabeth Bleecker. Sing Morning
8-10 Star; illus. by Dorothy Bayley Morse.
Dutton, 1954. 117p. $2.50.
A highly fictionalized, romantic account of the
reign of Baldwin IV, King of Jerusalem at the
time of the Second Crusade. The emphasis is
on Baldwin's love affair with Cathy de Saint
Croix, a romance that was doomed to end when
Baldwin was found to be a leper. The author
has taken a number of liberties with historical
fact, which leaves the reader with a book that is
more satisfactory as a love story than as his-
torical fiction.
R Mother Goose. Book of Nursery and
K-3 Mother Goose Rhymes; sel. and illus.
by Marguerite de Angeli. Doubleday,
1954. 192p. $5.
A collection of over 300 nursery and Mother
Goose rhymes, beautifully illustrated with 26
full-page color and black-and-white pictures
and numerous spot drawings in black and white.
The selections are well-made and the book will
make an attractive addition to Mther Goose
collections in home and public libraries. The
book contains words only, no music. Because
of the size (9 1/4 x 12 1.2) and the price, this
will be essentially a book for parents to use
with children rather than for children to handle
alone.
R Perkins, R. Marlin. Marlin Perkins' Zoo-
5- parade; with color illus. by Paul Bran-
som; black-and-white illus. by Seymour
Fleishman. Rand McNally, 1954. 96p.
$2.95.
The author, Director of the Lincoln Park Zoo
in Chicago, has already made these zoo person-
alities famous through his television program.
Each chapter is about a particular animal known
to the author in his zoo work in various parts
of the United States. The specific information
is combined with enough general information
about the animal family to provide a store of
facts about many types of animals. Sometimes
the author does not make very clear whether
he is describing the trait of an individual
animal or a trait characteristic of all animals
of that type. The full-page color illustrations
and the excellent black and white action sketches
add to the richness of format and general ap-
peal of the book. There are small map sketches
indicating the natural habitat of the animals
described. Some attempt is made to justify
capturing the animals for zoo purposes. The
book will be most useful for general reading
and family reading aloud.
NR Pilgrim, Jane. Ernest Owl Starts a
3-5 School; illus. by F. Stocks May.
yrs. McKay, 1954. 31p. (Blackberry Farm
Books). 95%.
Very slight, pointless story of the school which
Ernest Owl opens for the animals of Smiling
Farm.
NR Pilgrim, Jane. Postman Joe; illus. by
3-5 F. Stocks May. McKay, 1954. 31p.
yrs. (Blackberry Farm Books). 950.
Pointless story about a robin who explains to
all the animals on Smiling Farm that the new
tractor won't hurt them.
Ad Pond, Seymour Gates. True Adventures
7-9 of Pirates; illus. by Frederick
Chapman. Little, 1954. 215p. $2.75.
Brief accounts of the lives and adventures of
seven famous pirates, with an eighth chapter
devoted to loot, vessels, laws, money, havens,
etc. All except one of the pirates are treated
in Snow's True Tales of Pirates and Their
Gold (Dodd, 1953). The writing is uneven and
the book will be of value only where there is
need for additional material on the subject.
R Pourrat, Henri, ed. A Treasury of
8- French Tales; trans. by Mary Mian
and illus. by Pauline Baynes. Houghton,
1954. 240p. $3.
A collection of forty-two French folk tales,
retold with imagination and humor. The stories
vary from the earthy peasant philosophical
tale to the fairy-like court romance. The
editor has used phrases in his re-telling
which make the stories seem fresh and newly
composed, although they retain the traditional
flavor of their various locales in France.
The subjects of the stories and the subtleties
of the humor seem most appropriate and ap-
pealing for the older child and the adult. Very
few of the stories are suitable for story-
telling to children in the elementary grades.
The decorative drawings are jewel-like in
their careful design and sparkling detail.
The interiors of French huts, the birds and
animals of the French countryside, and the
splendor of the French courtiers are presented
with a charming bouyancy. The book will be a
good addition to the general folklore collection
in the library, richer than the Chamoud Pic-
ture Tales from the French (Stokes, 1933i
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At the Library. Colonius and Schroeder. 28
At the Post Office. Colonius and Schroeder.
28
At the Zoo. Colonius and Schroeder. 21
Atomic 'Enery Goes Prospecting. Edmonds.
29
Atomic Submarine. Lewellen. 22
ATWATER. Cattle Dog. 73
Audubon, John James. Kieran. 101
AULAIRE. Two Cars. 89
Aunt Sally's Friends in Fur. Burgess. 90
AVERILL. Jenny's Birthday Book. 17
AYME. Magic Pictures. 42
Baby Chipmunk. Horwich and Werrenrath. 4
Baby Sitter's Guide. Moore. 5
BAILEY, C. S. Finnegan II, His Nine Lives.
25
BAILEY, J. Rod's Dog. 18
BAKER, C. Return of the Thunderbird. 74
. Venture of the Thunderbird. 74
BAKER, N. B. Nickles and Dimes. 65
BAKER, W. C. Famous Railroad Stations
of the World. 14
Baker Bill. Barr. 25
Baker's Man. Hall. 100
BALDRIDGE. Operation Knapsacks. 65
BALDWIN. Cotton for Jim. 57
Ballet for Mary. Brock. 19
BANKS. Mysterious Leaf. 74
Banner in the Sky. Ullman. 39
BARKER. Little Island Star. 9
Barney of the Babe Ruth League. Lochlons.
34
BARR, C. Runaway Chimps. 25
BARR, J. Baker Bill. 25
. Mike, the Milkman. 18
. Mr. Mailman. 74
103
104
Basic Ballet. English. 59
BATCHELOR. Superstitious? Here's Why!
97
BATE. Who Built the Bridge? 26
Bats. Ripper. 36
Battle of Britain. Reynolds. 47
BAUER. California Gold Days. 9
. Good Times at the Park. 65
BEALE. Binky. 58
Beany Has a Secret Life. Weber. 71
BECHTEL. Nature Books for Families and
Children. 56
BFCKER. Chimp in the Family. 1
BEDOLLIERE. History of Mere Michel and
Her Cat. 89
Beech Tree. Buck. 67
BEECHER. Roy Rogers and Cowboy Toby.
49
BEERY. Manners Made Easy. 97
BEIM. Mister Boss. 26
____. Shoeshine Boy. 1
____. Who's Who in Your Family. 18
. With Dad Alone. 74
Being Born. Strain. 55
Bell. Love Is Forever. 18
Bemelmans. High World. 66
. Madeline. 74
Ben and Me. Disney. 59
BENARY-ISBERT. Rowan Farm. 18
BENDICK. First Book of Supermarkets. 66
BENET. American Riddle Book. 56
BENNETT. Hidden Garden. 66
BERK. First Book of Stage Costume and Make-
Up. 26
BERMAN. When You Were a Little Baby. 18
BERTAIL. Complete Nursery Song Book. 58
Betsy and the Circus. Haywood. 32
BETTINA. Piccolo. 97
Beyond the Pawpaw Trees. Brown. 66
BIALK. Marty Goes to Hollywood. 26
Bible Children. Doane. 59
Bibliography of Books for Children 56
Bibliography of Textbooks in the Social Studies
1953-1954. Spieseke. 56
BIERSTEDT. Tiny Tot Songs. 2
Big Black Horse. Farley. 3
Billy's Clubhouse. Holland. 80
Binky. Beale. 58
Bird House. Perry and Slepicka. 93
Birds and Their World. Fenton and Pallas. 51
BIRNBAUM. Green Eyes. 2
Birthday. Fischer. 78
BISHOP, C. Hero at Halfback. 9
. Larry Leads Off. 19
BISHOP, C. H. Martin de Porres, Hero. 19
BLACK. Pete the Parrakeet. 26
Black Lightning. Clark. 28
Black Renegade. Faralla. 3
Black Stallion's Sulky Colt. Farley. 77
BLOUGH. Wait for the Sunshine. 26
Blue Herring Mystery. Queen. 36
BLYTON. Rabbit's Party and Other
stories. 2
. Susan and the Birds and Other
Stories. 19
. Wonderful Carpet and Other
Stories. 2
BOBROW. Tell Me Why. 2
BOESCH. Fire Fighter. 42
Boku and the Sound. Coe. 20
BOLTON. Famous American Authors. 42
Book of Big Beasts. Kramer. 52
Book of Heroes. Heiderstadt. 51
Book of Nursery and Mother Goose Rhymes.
DeAngeli. 102
Books and Audio Visual Materials for Elemen-
tary Social Studies. 56
Books Before Five. White. 8
BOTHWELL. Flame in the Sky. 75
. Red Barn Club. 50
Bow in the Cloud. Fanchiotti. 51
BOWEN, B. M. One Against the Sea. 10
BOWEN, R. S. Infield Spark. 2
. Million Dollar Fumble. 75
BOWEN, V. Snow for Christmas. 2
Boy from Nowhere. Gleason. 78
Boy of the Islands. Lipkind. 92
Boy with the Busy Walk. Halladay. 31
BRADY. Chris Turner, Magician. 27
Brave Gives Blood. Eisenberg. 29
Brazil. Kenworthy. 61
Breakneck Hill. Hendrickson. 52
BRETT. Squiffy the Skunk. 27
BRIDGES. Zoo Expeditions. 75
BRIER. Fighting Heart. 2
Bright Side Up. Mallette. 14
BROCK. Ballet for Mary. 19
BROMHALL. Circus Surprise. 19
Bronko. Eichelberger. 68
BROOKS. Freddy and the Men from Mars. 66
BROUN. How Rabbit Stole Fire. 66
BROWIN. Ginger's Cave. 10
.Whozits. 89
BROWN, J. P. Keiko's Birthday. 66
.Ronnie's Wish. 75
BROWN, M. W. Sneakers. 90
SWheel on the Chimney. 19
Willie's Adventures. 2
BROWN, PALMER. Beyond the Pawpaw Trees.
66
BROWN, PAUL. Sparkie and Puff Ball. 58
BROWN, S. Gray Bonnets. 19
BRUCKER. One and Only. 67
BUCK. Beech Tree. 67
. Man Who Changed China. 2
Buckboard Stranger. Meader. 61
BUCKLEY. Cesare of Italy. 50
Luis of Spain. 58
BUDNEY. Kiss Is Round. 42
Bufo. McClung. 34
Blue Canyon Horse. Clark. 20 BULLA. Squanto, Friend of the White Men. 58
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BULLOUGH. Introducing Animals. 42
BUNCE. Freight Train. 27
BURGESS. Aunt Sally's Friends in Fur. 90
. Thornton Burgess Story Book. 20
BURGOYNE. Jack Davis, Forward. 10
BURGWYN. Moonflower. 27
BURNETT. Silver Answer. 90
BURNS. Horses and Their Ancestors. 50
BURT. Young Jed Smith, Westering Boy. 97
Busy Man and the Nighttime Noises. Earle. 99
BUTTERS. Four-Party Line. 90
Buttons and Beaux. Gallagher and Wyndham. 12
BYRD. Animals Go Adventuring. 10
California Gold Days. Bauer. 9
Call the Vet. Martin. 23
CAMERON. Wonderful Flight to the Mush-
room Planet. 20
Campus Melody. Emery. 77
Cannons over Niagara. Hubbell. 32
CANTWELL. Superjet. 16
Captain's Secret. Hubbell. 81
CARDEN. Aldo's Tower. 20
Cargo for Jennifer. Vetter. 39
CARLSON. Fun for One - or Two. 10
CARPENTER. Icebergs and Jungles. 27
. Mountains and Valleys. 50
CASTOR. Theodore Roosevelt and the Rough
Riders. 75
Cattle Dog. Atwater. 73
CAVANAH. We Came to America. 75
CAVANNA. 6 on Easy Street. 42
CEDER. Joel, the Potter's Son. 3
Celestial Space, Inc. Coombs. 21
Cesare of Italy. Buckley. 50
Challenge of the Coulee. Graham. 31
Chand of India. Harper. 22
CHANOVER. Happy Hanukah Everybody. 43
CHAPIN. Heavy Water. 43
CHAPMAN. Child's Book of Crochet. 3
CHASTAIN. Dark Treasure. 27
CHENEY. Skeleton Cave. 20
Chester. Clymer. 98
Chica. Scott. 47
Chief Dooley's Busy Day. Mace. 14
Child's Book of Crochet. Chapman. 3
Chimp in the Family. Becker. 1
China Boat Boy. Reiss. 62
Chip 'n' Dale at the Zoo. Disney. 98
CHIPPERFIELD. Greeka, Eagle of the Hebri-
des. 27
. Silver Star. 75
Chris Turner, Magician. Brady. 27
Christmas at Blackberry Farm. Pilgrim. 70
CHRISTOPHER. Lucky Baseball Bat. 27
Cinda. Lambert. 44
Cinderella. Perrault. 86
Circus Parade. Fenner. 51
Circus Surprise. Bromhall. 19
CLAIRMONTE. John Sutter of California.
76
CLARK, A. N. Blue Canyon Horse. 20
CLARK, D. Black Lightning. 28
Clark, George Rogers. Havighurst. 4; Nolan.
93
CLEARY. Henry and Ribsy. 28
CLEWES. Mystery of the Blue Admiral. 58
CLYMER. Chester. 98
COATSWORTH. Giant Golden Book of Cat
Stories. 28
COBER. Remarkable History of Tony Beaver,
West Virginian. 10
COE. Boku and the Sound. 20
COLBY. First Rifle. 3
.Frogmen. 98
COLEMAN, E. S. Rockets at Dawn. 50
COLEMAN, H. S. Modelmaking. 58
COLONIUS. At the Airport. 20
. At the Bakery. 28
. At the Harbor. 28
. At the Library. 28
. At the Post Office. 28
. At the Zoo. 21
COMMAGER. Tenth Birthday. 59
Complete Book of Helicopters. Ahnstrom. 41
Complete Nursery Song Book. Bertail. 58
COOKE. Famous Indian Tribes. 69
COOLIDGE. Egyptian Adventures. 3
COOMBS. Celestial Space, Inc. 21
. Skyrocketing into the Unknown. 28
.Young Circus Detective. 28
COOPER. Amigo: Circus Horse. 90
. Thunder. 50
Corn-Farm Boy. Lenski. 52
Cottage for Betsy. Sawyer. 87
Cotton for Jim. Baldwin. 57
Courage of Sarah Noble. Dalgliesh. 3
Courage Wins. Johnson. 22
COURNOS. John Adams. Independence For-
ever. 35
Cowboy's Own Brand Book. Emrich. 77
COX. Fairy Snow. 21
COY. Real Book about Gold. 59
Cracker Barrel Trouble Shooter. Kjelgaard.
44
CRISP. Adventure of Whaling. 98
. Devil Diver. 10
. Treasure of Barby Swin. 76
CROUSE. Peter Stuyvesant of Old New York.
76
CROWELL. What Can a Horse Do That You
Can't Do? 59
Cruise of Danger. Hammond. 100
Cruise of the Dipsy-Do. Gilbert. 100
Crystal Mountain. Rugh. 87
Cues for Careers. Scott. 15
Cumulative Bibliography of Recommended
Educational Recordings. Deutschman. 8
DALGLIESH. Courage of Sarah Noble. 3
. Thanksgiving Story. 98
Dangerous Day for Mrs. Doodlepunk. Dodworth.
77
106
Dangerous Duty. Small. 37
Daniel 'Coon. Erickson 59
DARINGER. Like a Lady. 67
Dark Treasure. Chastain. 27
Dateline: Paris. Hager. 100
DAUGHERTY. Marcus and Narcissa Whitman;
Pioneers of Oregon. 10
David's Ranch. Wilcox. 40
DAVIS, L. R. Hearts in Trim. 11
DAVIS, N. Picken's Treasure Hunt. 90
DAWSON. Sign of the Seven Seas. 76
Daystar. Walden. 95
DE ANGELI. Book of Nursery and Mother
Goose Rhymes. 102
DE GOLISH. Mamba-Kan. 43
DEHKES. Pink Ballet Slippers. 29
DE JONG. Wheel on the School. 67
DE LEEUW. Expandable Browns. 67
DE LYS. Superstitious? Here's Why 97
DENNIS. Himself and Burlap on TV. 98
DERLETH. Land of Gray Gold. 76
Detached Command. Du Soe. 21
DEUTSCHMAN. Cumulative Bibliography of
Recommended Educational Recordings.
8
Devil Diver. Crisp. 10
Devil's Tail. Hurd. 12
DEVINE. Funland Party. 29
Diana in the China Shop. Lattimore. 61
DICKINSON. First Book of Prehistoric Ani-
mals. 98
DIETZ. Jeff White: Forest Fire Fighter. 29
DILLON. Lost Island. 3
San Sabastian. 76
DISKA. Andy Says Bonjourl 91
DISNEY. Ben and Me. 59
. Chip 'n' Dale at the Zoo. 98
. Living Desert. 98
.20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. 76
DDCON. Scalawag the Monkey. 29
DOANE. Bible Children. 59
DODWORTH. Dangerous Day for Mrs. Doodle-
punk. 77
Dog Dictionary. Megargee. 84
DOLBIER. Lion in the Woods. 77
Dolls of Other Lands. Horwich and Werren-
rath. 80
DONALDSON. Skyjets. 91
DOORLY. Radium Woman. 91
DOWNEY. Mascots. 43
. Shining Filly. 50
Drawing at the Circus. Wood. 56
Dream for Susan. Lambert. 52
Dreamboats for Trudy. Lawrence. 22
Driftwood Captain. Kenyon. 33
Driving Today & Tomorrow. Hyde. 4
DRURY. Marty and the Major. 67
DU BOIS. Giant. 98
Duchess Bakes a Cake. Kahl. 92
DUJARDIN. Man for Marcy. 77
DUKA. Secret of the Two Feathers. 11
DUNSING. War Chant. 99
DURYEA. Long Christmas Eve. 43
DU SOE. Detached Command. 21
EARLE, 0. L. Swans of Willow Pond. 91
EARLE. Busy Man and the Nighttime Noises.
99
. Wish Around the World. 21
Early Old Testament Stories. Smither. 37
Easter Kitten. Konkle. 82
EATON. Trumpeter's Tale. 59
EBERLING. When Jesus Was a Little Boy.
21
ECUYER. Zippy Goes to School. 29
__ . Zippy the Chimp. 3
EDMONDS, E. V. Atomic 'Enery Goes Pros-
pecting. 29
EDMONDS, W. D. Hound Dog Moses and the
Promised Land. 99
Egyptian Adventures. Coolidge. 3
EICHELBERGER. Bronko. 68
Eight Little Artists. Hoff. 68
EISENBERG. Brave Gives Blood. 29
Elephant Herd. Schlein. 15
ELKIN. Loudest Noise in the World. 11
ELSBREE. Getting Along. 55
EMERY. Campus Melody. 77
EMRICH. Cowboy's Own Brand Book. 77
Engineers' Dreams. Ley. 34
ENGLISH. Basic Ballet. 59
EPSTEIN. First Book of Words. 99
. Real Book About the Sea. 50
ERBES. Housing the School Library. 8
ERICKSON. Daniel 'Coon. 59
Erie Canal. Adams. 9
Ernest Owl Starts a School. Pilgrim. 102
EVATT. Papoose Who Wouldn't Keep Her
Stockings On. 51
Everygirls Career Stories. Furman. 60
Everygirls Mystery Stories. Furman. 78
Everygirls Romance Stories. Furman. 91
Expandable Browns. De Leeuw. 67
F. B. I. Reynolds. 86
Fairy Snow. Cox. 21
Family Book of Dogs. Leslie. 53
Family Shoes. Streatfeild. 48
Famous Airports of the World. Talbert. 16
Famous American Authors. Bolton. 42
Famous Harbors of the World. Moran. 14
Famous Indian Tribes. Moyers and Cooke.
69
Famous Railroad Stations of the World.
Nathan and Baker. 14
FANCHIOTTI. Bow in the Cloud. 51
FARALLA. Black Renegade. 3
FARJEON. Silver Curlew. 29
FARLEY. Big Black Horse. 3
. Black Stallion's Sulky Colt. 77
FATI . Happy Lion. 21
FAULKNER, G. Gentlemen and Rebels. 30
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FAULKNER, H. U. Visual History of the
United States. 21
FAULKNER, N. Side Saddle for Dandy. 78
Felicity Finds a Way. Jewett. 32
FELSEN. Anyone for Cub Scouts? 11
FENNER. Circus Parade. 51
. Speed Speed Speed. 78
FENTON. Birds and Their World. 51
. Our Changing Weather. 30
Fighting Coach. Archibald. 65
Fighting Heart. Brier. 2
Fighting Shortstop. Flood. 11
FINE. School Bus Picnic. 30
Finnegan II, His Nine Lives. Bailey. 25
Fire Fighter. Boesch. 42
Fire Mist - A Planet. Reynolds. 94
First Book of Conservation. Smith. 37
First Book of Cotton. Rogers. 15
First Book of Jazz. Hughes. 92
First Book of Music. Norman. 70
First Book of Photography. Hoke. 44
First Book of Poetry. Peterson. 5
First Book of Prehistoric Animals. Dickin-
son. 98
First Book of Rhythms. Hughes. 32
First Book of Stage Costume and Make-Up.
Berk. 26
First Book of Supermarkets. Bendick. 66
First Book of Words. Epstein. 99
First Ladies. McConnell. 14
First Rifle. Colby. 3
FISCHER. Birthday. 78
Fish Head. Fritz. 99
FISHER, A. L. United Nations Plays and
Programs. 51
FISHER, J. Wonderful World. 21
Fisherman's Luck. Gould. 79
Flag for Lafitte. Lane. 45
Flame in the Sky. Bothwell. 75
Flash of Washington Square. Pratt. 36
Flight of the Peacock. O'Connor. 85
FLOHERTY. Troopers All. 60
FLOOD. Fighting Shortstop. 11
Flower Arranging for Juniors. Marshall. 14
Flying Rangers. Reiner. 47
Food for People. Riedman. 6
FORD. Superliner United States. 30
Foreigner. Malvern. 35
Fortune Trail. Reynolds. 53
FOSTER, G. Theodore Roosevelt. 4
FOSTER, P. E. Your Kitten. 91
Four-Party Line. Butters. 90
FRANK. Work Boats. 99
FRANKLIN. Tuffy. 30
FRAZIER. Somebody Special. 99
Freddy and the Men from Mars. Brooks. 66
FREEMAN. Pet of the Met. 30
FREER. House of Holly. 78
Freight Train. Bunce. 27
Freighters and Tankers of the U.S. Merchant
Fremont, John C. Tousey. 38
FRENCH. Lucky Starr and the Oceans of
Venus. 78
FRICK. Tourney Team. 30
Friend to All. Kohler. 52
FRIERMOOD. Hoosier Heritage. 12
FRISKEY. True Book of Birds We Know. 31
FRITZ. Fish Head. 99
Frog Went A-Courtin'. Langstaff. 83
Frogmen. Colby. 98
Frontier and Pioneer Life in the United
States. 8, 48
Fulton, Robert. Hill. 100
Fun for One - or Two. Carlson. 10
Funland Party. Devine. 29
Funny Guy. Hogarth. 68
FURMAN. Everygirls Career Stories. 60
. Everygirls Mystery Stories. 78
. Everygirls Romance Stories. 91
GAER. Adventures of Rama. 31
GALLAGHER. Buttons and Beaux. 12
GARDNER. Oldest, the Youngest, and the
One in the Middle. 12
GARLAND. All Creatures Here Below. 12
GENDRON. Powder and Hides. 43
Gentlemen and Rebels. Faulkner. 30
Georgie Finds a Grandpa. Young. 96
Georgie Has Lost His Cap. Munari. 23
GERGELY. Wheel on the Chimney. 19
Gergely's Golden Circus. Archer. 57
Getting Along. Walpole and Elsbree. 55
Getting To Know Germany. Tor. 7
Ghost Cat. Rushmore. 37
Ghostly Trio. Smith. 88
Giant. Du Bois. 98
Giant Golden Book of Cat Stories. Coatsworth.
28
Giant in the Midget League. Jackson. 13
GIBSON. To See the Queen. 60
GILBERT. Cruise of the Dipsy-Do. 100
Ginger's Cave. Browin. 10
Ginnie and the New Girl. Wolley. 72
Glass Mountain. Price. 94
GLEASON. Boy from Nowhere. 78
GODDARD. Jesus Goes to School. 51
God's Wonderful World. Mason and Ohanian.
69
GOLDBERG. Twirly Skirt. 22
Golden Book of Little Verses. Potter. 24
Golden Picture Book of Words. Werner. 64
Golden Stallion to the Rescue. Montgomery.
84
Good Times at the Park. Bauer. 65
Good-bye, My Lady. Street. 48
GOODENOW. Lazy Llama. 60
GOTTLIEB. Laddie the Superdog. 4
GOULD, JACK. All About Radio and Tele-
vision. 43
GOULD, JEAN. Fisherman's Luck. 79
GRAHAM, A. P. La Salle, River Explorer. 79Marine. Growden. 43
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GRAHAM, E. Story of Charles Dickens. 51
GRAHAM, J. S. Challenge of the Coulee. 31
GRAHAM, S. Story of Pocahontas. 31
GRANBERG. Sons of the Big Muddy. 79
GRANT. Warpath. 31
Gray Bonnets. Brown. 19
Gray Riders. Wellman. 95
Great Horse of the Plains. Tracy. 55
Great Pine's Son. Widdemer. 55
Great White Eagle. Johnson. 81
Greatest Adventure. Lane. 45
Greeka, Eagle of the Hebrides. Chipperfield.
27
Green Eyes. Birnbaum. 2
Green Song. Plenn. 53
Green Threshold. Thompson. 71
Greenland Waters. Vaygouny. 94
GRIMM. Grimm's Tales. 100
GROWDEN. Freighters and Tankers of the
U. S. Merchant Marine. 43
Growing Things. Horwich and Werrenrath. 32
GRUENBERG. Your Breakfast and the People
Who Made It. 68
HACKETT. Queen Who Longed for Snow. 12
. Swans of Ballycastle. 51
HAGER. Dateline: Paris. 100
HALL,M. Picnic for Judy. 91
HALL, R. Baker's Man. 100
HALLADAY. Boy with the Busy Walk. 31
HAMBLETON. Temagami Guide. 91
. Wolverine. 79
Hamilton, Alexander. Schachner. 6
HAMMOND. Cruise of Danger. 100
Happy Hanukah Everybody. Chanover. 43
Happy Holidays. Reichert. 47
Happy Hollisters at Mystery Mountain. West.
16
Happy Hollisters at Sea Gull Beach. West. 7
Happy Hollisters at Snowflake Camp. West. 40
Happy Lion. Fatio. 21
HARPER. Chand of India. 22
HARROP. Young Traveler in New Zealand. 100
HARVEY. Living Is the Most Fun There Is. 31
Haunt Fox. Kjelgaard. 13
HAVIGHURST. George Rogers Clark, Soldier
in the West. 4
HAYWOOD. Betsy and the Circus. 32
Headquarters Ranch. Warren. 40
Hearts in Trim. Davis. 11
HEATH. Little Lost Angel. 32
HEATON. Reading Ladders for Human Re-
lations. 96
Heavy Is a Hippopotamus. Schlein. 88
Heavy Water. Chapin. 43
HEFFLEFINGER. More Friendly Helpers. 80
. Our Friendly Helpers. 4
HEIDERSTADT. Book of Heroes. 51
HEINLEIN. Star Beast. 79
HELM. Roary Lion. 60
HENNAGIN. Third Daughter. 79
HENRY. Justin Morgan Had a Horse. 60
Henry and Ribsy. Cleary. 28
Hero at Halfback. Bishop. 9
HERRING. Young Traveler in Ireland. 44
HERTZ. Making Your Model Railroad. 80
Hidden Garden. Bennett. 66
Hidden Spring Mystery. Adrian. 41
High World. Bemelmans. 66
Highland Rebel. Watson. 95
Hill. Robert Fulton and the Steamboat. 100
HILLES. Moving Day. 32
Himself and Burlap on TV. Dennis. 98
HINKLE. Ring Neck. 80
History of Mere Michel and Her Cat.
Bedolliere. 89
Hobo Hill. Philbrook. 35
HOFF. Eight Little Artists. 68
HOFFMAN. More Friendly Helpers. 80
. Our Friendly Helpers. 4
HOGAN. Me. 60
HOGARTH. Funny Guy. 68
HOGNER. Wide River. 60
HOKE. First Book of Photography. 44
HOLBERG. Rowena the Sailor. 12
Hold Fast the Dream. Low. 83
Holiday Night Dreams. Posy. 6
HOLLAND, M. Billy's Clubhouse. 80
HOLLAND, R. S. Peter Stuyvesant. 12
HOLLIDAY. Oil Trails in Headless Valley.
80
HONNESS. Mystery of the Diamond Necklace.
80
Hoosier Heritage. Friermood. 12
Horn That Stopped the Band. Parsons. 53
Horse and Pony Book. Otto. 53
Horse with the High-Heeled Shoes. Slobodkin.
63
Horses and Their Ancestors. Burns. 50
HORWICH. Baby Chipmunk. 4
. Dolls of Other Lands. 80
.Growing Things. 32
.In My House. 44
.My Big Brother. 101
.My Goldfish. 68
SPeek In. 81
HoIund Dog Moses and the Promised Land.
Edmonds. 99
House Next Door. Sorensen. 88
House of Holly. Freer. 78
Housing the School Library. Erbes. 8
How Do You Build a House? Mason. 14
How Do You Travel? Schlein. 37
How Rabbit Stole Fire. Broun. 66
How To Make an Earthquake. Krauss. 4
HOWARD. Road Lies West. 81
Howdy Doody and His Magic Hat. Kean. 82
HUBBELL. Cannons over Niagara. 32
. Captain's Secret. 81
Hudson, Henry. Syme. 88
HENDRICKSON. Breakneck Hill. 52 HUGHES. First Book of Jazz. 92
109
HUGHES. First Book of Rhythms. 32
HUNT. Miss Jellytot's Visit. 81
. Singing Among Strangers. 101
HURD. Devil's Tail. 12
HYDE. Driving Today & Tomorrow. 4
I Know a City. Shippen. 37
Icebergs and Jungles. Carpenter and Neurath.
27
If I'd Been Born in Bethlehem. Thomas. 55
I'll Be You and You Be Me. Krauss. 44
Important Pockets of Paul. Moore. 62
In My House. Horwich and Werrenrath. 44
Infield Spark. Bowen. 2
Ingvild's Diary. Schartum-Hansen. 15
Insects and the Homes They Build. Sterling. 38
Introducing Animals. Bullough. 42
IRWIN. Mountains and Valleys. 50
It Happened to Hannah. Rounds. 63
Jack Davis, Forward. Burgoyne. 10
Jackson, Andrew. Judson. 52
JACKSON, C. P. Giant in the Midget League. 13
. Spice's Football. 92
Jane's Father. Aldis. 25
Jaro and the Golden Colt. Phelps. 5
JAUSS. Legends of Saints and Beasts. 81
Jeb and the Flying Jenny. Snow. 88
Jeff White: Forest Fire Fighter. Dietz. 29
Jefferson, Thomas. Sheean. 54
Jennifer Dances. Smith. 70
Jenny. Kennedy. 82
Jenny's Birthday Book. Averill. 17
Jesus Goes to School. Goddard. 51
JEWETT. Felicity Finds a Way. 32
. Which Was Witch? 13
Joel, the Potter's Son. Ceder. 3
JOHANSEN. Lapland Drum. 92
Johnny Cake Mine. White. 40
John's Back Yard Camp. Renick. 36
JOHNSON, E. Great White Eagle. 81
JOHNSON, G. T. Courage Wins. 22
JOHNSON, J. R. Lost on Hawk Mountain. 81
JOHNSON, M. S. Wilderness Pup. 13
JOHNSTON. Old Tangle Eye. 32
JONES. My First Book about Jesus. 22
Journey Cake, Hol Sawyer. 6
Jubilant for Sure. Lansing. 13
JUDSON. Andrew Jackson, Frontier States-
man. 52
Juggler of Notre Dame. Todd. 16
Jungle Picnic. Webb. 55
JUPO. Nothing To Eat--But Food. 52
Justin Morgan Had a Horse. Henry. 60
Kaatje and the Christmas Compass. Seymour.
88
KAHL. Duchess Bakes a Cake. 92
KAUFER. Amazing Land of Wew. 82
KEAN. Howdy Doody and His Magic Hat. 82
Keiko's Birthday. Brown. 66
KELLOGG. Songbirds of America. 49
KENNEDY. Jenny 82
KENWORTHY. Brazil. 61
KENYON. Driftwood Captain. 33
KESSLER. Plink Plink! 22
KETTELKAMP. Magic Made Easy. 33
Keys to Fortune. McGuire. 83
Kid Who Beat the Dodgers. Miers. 23
KIERAN. John James Audubon. 101
Kiki Loves Music. Steiner. 48
King, M. Young Mary Stuart, Queen of
Scots. 33
KING, R. Nana, the Parlor Boarder. 4
King Arthur and His Knights. Robinson. 47
King Solomon's Navy. Kubie. 82
King's Snare. Lobdell. 68
Kiss Is Round. Budney. 42
KJELGAARD. Cracker Barrel Trouble
Shooter. 44
. Haunt Fox. 13
KNIGHT, F.Voyage to Bengal. 82
KNIGHT, R. A. Y. Land Beyond. 33
Knight Crusader. Welch. 71
KOHLER. Friend to All. 52
KOLDA. Secret of the Two Feathers. 11
KOMROFF. True Adventures of Spies. 13
KONKLE. Easter Kitten. 82
KORAL. George Washington. 52
KRAMER. Book of Big Beasts. 52
KRAUSS. How To Make an Earthquake. 4
. I'll Be You and You Be Me. 44
KROLL. Young Crow Raider. 82
KUBIE. King Solomon's Navy. 82
Laddie the Superdog. Gottlieb. 4
LAGO. They Live in the City. 4
LAMBERT. Cinda. 44
.Dream for Susan. 52
LAMPMAN. Witch Doctor's Son. 45
Land Beyond. Knight. 33
Land of Gray Gold. Derleth. 76
LANDECK. More Songs To Grow On. 68
LANDIS. Your Dating Days. 33
LANE. Flag for Lafitte. 45
. Greatest Adventure. 45
LANGSTAFF. Frog Went A-Courtin'. 83
LANSING, E. C. H. Jubilant for Sure. 13
. Lulu's Window. 61
LANSING, M. F. When Washington Traveled.
33
Lapland Drum. Lide and Johansen. 92
Larry Leads Off. Bishop. 19
La Salle, River Explorer. Graham. 79
LATHAM. Medals for Morse. 33
LATTIMORE. Diana in the China Shop. 61
LAURITZEN. Ordeal of the Young Hunter.
45
LAWRENCE, I. Spy in Williamsburg. 92
LAWRENCE, M. Dreamboats for Trudy.
22
LAWSON. Tough Winter. 61
110
Lazy Liza Lizard's Tricks. Rains. 6
Lazy Llama. Goodenow. 60
LEARNED. Lucky Pete. 13
Lee, Robert E. McDowell. 23
LEEMING. Real Book of Science Experiments.
5
Legends of Saints and Beasts. Jauss. 81
LE GRAND. Tom Benn and Blackbeard, the
Pirate. 33
LENSKI. Corn-Farm Boy. 52
LESLIE. Family Book of Dogs. 53
Let's Believe. Sanford. 24
Let's Look Under the City. Schneider. 63
Let's Meet the Theatre. Samachson. 87
LEWELLEN. Atomic Submarine. 22
. True Book of Farm Animals. 13
. True Book of Moon, Sun and Stars. 53
LEWIS, H. B. Reading Ladders for Human Re-
lations. 96
LEWIS, J. M. Sailing and Small Boats. 34
LEWITON. Rachel. 13
LEY. Engineers' Dreams. 34
L'HOMMEDIEU. Pompon. 83
LIDE. Lapland Drum. 92
Like a Lady. Daringer. 67
Lion in the Woods. Dolbier. 77
LIPKIND. Boy of the Islands. 92
Little Baptiste. McNeer and Ward. 101
Little Boy Navajo. Smiley. 54
Little Davie. Agee. 1
Little Island Star. Barker. 9
Little League Champions. Olgin. 46
Little Lost Angel. Heath. 32
Little Wu and the Watermelons. Liu. 23
LIU. Little Wu and the Watermelons. 23
Living Desert. Disney. 98
Living Is the Most Fun There Is. Harvey. 31
LOBDELL. King's Snare. 68
LOCHLONS. Barney of the Babe Ruth League.
34
Locked Safe Mystery. Pallas. 85
LOCKRIDGE. Nameless Cat. 83
Log Cabin in the Forest. Peterson. 24
LOKEN. When the Sun Danced. 83
Long Christmas Eve. Duryea. 43
Lorry Driver. Munari. 23
Lost Island. Dillon. 3
Lost on Hawk Mountain. Johnson. 81
Loudest Noise in the World. Elkin. 11
Love Is Forever. Bell. 18
LOW. Hold Fast the Dream. 83
Lucky Baseball Bat. Christopher. 27
Lucky Pete. Learned. 13
Lucky Starr and the Oceans of Venus. French.
78
Luis of Spain. Buckley. 58
Lulu's Window. Lansing. 61
Luther, Martin. McNeer and Ward. 5
LYON. To Have and Not Hold. 34
McClintock. Tank Menagerie. 45
McCLUNG. Bufo. 34
McCONNELL. First Ladies. 14
McCREADY. Pekin White. 93
MACDONALD. Mystery of the Piper's Ghost.
101
McDOWELL. Robert E. Lee. 23
MACE. Chief Dooley's Busy Day. 14
MACGREGOR. Miss Pickerell Goes to the
Arctic. 34
McGUIRE. Keys to Fortune. 83
. Red Fury, Son of Champions. 46
MACHETANZ. Where Else but Alaska? 34
MACINTYRE. Mr. Koala Bear. 34
MACKAYE. Pat's New Worlds. 61
MACKELLAR. Mystery of the Ruined Abbey.
69
MACLAREN. Rocket Rider. 61
McLEOD. Seven Remarkable Bears. 35
MACNAUGHTON. Moon Children. 5
McNEER. Little Baptiste. 101
. Martin Luther. 5
MACNEICE. Penny That Rolled Away. 14
Madeline. Bemelmans. 74
Magic Made Easy. Kettelkamp. 33
Magic Pictures. Ayme. 42
Make-Believe Giant, and Other Stories.
Thogmartin. 38
Making Your Model Railroad. Hertz. 80
MALLETTE. Bright Side Up. 14
MALVERN. Foreigner. 35
Mamba-Kan. de Golish. 43
Man for Marcy. DuJardin. 77
Man Who Changed China. Buck. 2
Manners Made Easy. Beery. 97
MARCHER. Monarch Butterfly. 14
MARIANA. Miss Flora McFlimsey and Little
Laughing Water. 101
Marion, Francis. Steele. 63
MARSHALL, C. Unwilling Heart. 84
MARSHALL, V. S. Flower Arranging for
Juniors. 14
MARTIN. Call the Vet. 23
Martin de Porres, Hero. Bishop. 19
Martin's Mice. Mary Marguerite, Sister. 84
Marty and the Major. Drury. 67
Marty Goes to Hollywood. Bialk. 26
MARY MARGUERITE, SISTER. Martin's
Mice. 84
Mascots. Downey. 43
MASON, A. L. God's Wonderful World. 69
MASON, M. How Do You Build a House? 14
MASSEY. Adventures of Blair Whitney. 101
Mat and Mandy and the Big Dog, Bigger.
Simon. 37
Me. Hogan. 60
MEADER. Buckboard Stranger. 61
MEANS. Rains Will Come. 62
Medals for Morse. Latham. 33
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Meet Sandy Smith. Anderson. 17
MEGARGEE. Dog Dictionary. 84
MEIGS. Sing Morning Star. 102
MELIN. Maria Mitchell, Girl Astronomer. 84
MEMLING. What's in the Dark? 69
Men of Flight. Verrall. 39
MERRELL. Tenoch. 84
MEYERS. Struggle at Saddle Bow. 53
MIERS. Kid Who Beat the Dodgers. 23
Mike, the Milkman. Barr. 18
Mike's House. Sauer. 15
Million Dollar Fumble. Bowen. 75
MINER. True Book of Policemen and Firemen.
46
. True Book of Our Post Office and Its
Helpers. 84
Miss Flora McFlimsey and Little Laughing
Water. Mariana. 101
Miss Jellytot's Visit. Hunt. 81
Miss Pickerell Goes to the Arctic. MacGregor.
34
Mr. Bear's House. Rothe. 54
Mister Boss. Beim. 26
Mr. Koala Bear. Maclntyre. 34
Mr. Mailman. Barr. 74
Mitchell, Maria. Melin. 84
Mixups and Fixups. Weiss. 95
Modelmaking. Coleman. 58
Monarch Butterfly. Marcher. 14
MONSELL. Susan Anthony, Girl Who Dared.
23
MONTGOMERY. Amikuk. 69
. Golden Stallion to the Rescue. 84
Moon Children. Macnaughton. 5
Moonflower. Burgwyn. 27
MOORE, C. Night Before Christmas. 46
MOORE, L. Important Pockets of Paul. 62
MOORE, M. F. Baby Sitter's Guide. 5
MORAN, E. F. Famous Harbors of the World.
14
MORAN, J. Sophocles the Hyena. 69
More All-of-a-Kind Family. Taylor. 70
More Friendly Helpers. Hoffman and Heffle-
finger. 80
More Fun with Herbert. Wilson. 40
More Songs To Grow On. Landeck. 68
MORENUS. Northland Adventure. 62
MORTON. Teach Me To Cook. 46
Most Gracious Majesty. Parker. 5
MOTHER GOOSE. Book of Nursery and
Mother Goose Rhymes. 102
Mountains and Valleys. Carpenter, Neurath
and Irwin. 50
Moving Day. Hilles. 32
MOYERS. Famous Indian Tribes. 69
MULCAHY. Pita. 46
MUNARI. Georgie Has Lost His Cap. 23
. Lorry Driver. 23
___. What I'd Like To Be. 23
My Big Brother. Horwich and Werrenrath. 101
My First Book About Jesus. Jones. 22
My Goldfish. Horwich and Werrenrath. 68
My Love for One. Rendina. 62
Mysterious Leaf. Banks. 74
Mystery in the Apple Orchard. Orton. 70
Mystery of the Blue Admiral. Clewes. 58
Mystery of the Diamond Necklace. Honness.
80
Mystery of the Missing Goat. Myers. 93
Mystery of the Piper's Ghost. Macdonald. 101
Mystery of the Ruined Abbey. MacKellar. 69
Mystery Tour. Wilson. 71
Nameless Cat. Lockridge. 83
Nana, the Parlor Boarder. King. 4
NANKIVELL. Tales of Christophilos. 5
NATHAN. Famous Railroad Stations of the
World. 14
Nature Books for Families and Children.
Bechtel. 56
NEAL. Story of the Kite. 85
NEURATH. Around the World in a Flash. 5
. Icebergs and Jungles. 27
. Mountains and Valleys. 50
___ . Wonder World of the Seashore. 35
Never Too Young To Earn. Paradis. 62
NEVINS. Adventures of Ramon of Bolivia.
46
New Books for the High School Science Shelf.
Panush. 8
NEWELL. Penny's Best Summer. 85
Nezbah's Lamb. Agnew. 49
Nickles and Dimes. Baker. 65
Night Before Christmas. Moore. 46
NILES. Angel in the Hayloft. 93
NOLAN. George Rogers Clark, Soldier and
Hero. 93
NORMAN, C. To A Different Drum. 69
NORMAN, G. First Book of Music. 70
Northland Adventure. Morenus. 62
NORTON, A. At Swords' Points. 35
. Stars Are Ours 1 35
NORTON, S. John Adams, Independence For-
ever. 35
Nothing To Eat-But Food. Jupo. 52
NOURSE. Trouble on Titan. 23
OBERREICH. Super Summer. 85
O'CONNOR. Flight of the Peacock. 85
O'DONNELL. Words I Like To Read and
Write. 5
Officer O'Malley on the Job. Anderson. 57
OGILVIE. Whistle for a Wind. 85
Oh, Brother. Rowe. 87
OHANIAN. God's Wonderful World. 69
Oil Trails in Headless Valley. Holliday. 80
Old Tangle Eye. Johnston. 32
Oldest, the Youngest, and the One in the
Middle. Gardner. 12
OLGIN. Little League Champions. 46
My Brother Bird. Ames. 25 OLIVER. Rain or Shine. 35
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One Against the Sea. Bowen. 10
One and Only. Brucker. 67
Operation Getaway. Seth. 37
Operation Knapsacks. Baldridge. 65
Ordeal of the Young Hunter. Lauritzen. 45
ORTON. Mystery in the Apple Orchard. 70
OTTO. Horse and Pony Book. 53
Our Changing Weather. Fenton. 30
Our Friendly Helpers. Hoffman and Heffle-
finger. 4
Outdoor Fun. Shaw. 16
Outstanding Educational Books of 1953. 8
PALLAS, D. C. Birds and Their World. 51
PALLAS, N. Locked Safe Mystery. 85
Pancho the Monkey. Stephens. 38
PANUSH. New Books for the High School
Science Shelf. 8
Papoose Who Wouldn't Keep Her Stockings On.
Evatt. 51
PARADIS. Never Too Young To Earn. 62
Parakeet Peter. Sprinkle. 63
PARKER. Most Gracious Majesty. 5
PARSONS. Horn That Stopped the Band. 53
PATCHETT. Ajax, Golden Dog of the Au-
stralian Bush. 86
Patchwork Kilt. Watts. 55
Pat's New Worlds. MacKaye. 61
PAYNE. Young Hero of the Range. 15
PAYZANT. Today Is Story Day. 54
PEARE. Mark Twain, His Life. 86
PECKHAM. Tangle-Britches. 86
Peddler's Crew. Pinkerton. 53
Peek In. Horwich and Werrenrath. 81
Pekin White. McCready. 93
Penny That Rolled Away. MacNeice. 14
Penny's Bargain Horse. Wehren. 64
Penny's Best Summer. Newell. 85
Penny's Worth of Character. Stuart. 88
PERKINS. Marlin Perkins' Zooparade. 102
PERRAULT. Cinderella. 86
PERRY. Bird Houses. 93
Pet of the Met. Freeman. 30
Pete and the Old Ford. Tousey. 38
Pete the Parrakeet. Black. 26
Peter Rabbit. Wadsworth. 39
PETERSON, I. J. First Book of Poetry. 5
PETERSON, P. L. Log Cabin in the Forest. 24
Phantom of the Bridge. Ware. 48
PHELPS. Jaro and the Golden Colt. 5
PHILBROOK. Hobo Hill. 35
Piccolo. Bettina. 97
Picken's Treasure Hunt. Davis. 90
Picnic for Judy. Hall. 91
PILGRIM. Christmas at Blackberry Farm. 70
. Ernest Owl Starts a School. 102
__ . Postman Joe. 102
Pillow-Time Tales. Willard. 71
Pink Ballet Slippers. Dehkes. 29
PINKERTON. Peddler's Crew. 53
PISTORIUS. What Tree Is It? 93
Pita. Mulcahy. 46
PLENN. Green Song. 53
Plenty To Watch. Yashima. 96
Plink Plink! Kessler. 22
PODENDORF. True Book of Animal Babies.
93
. True Book of Pets. 6
Pompon. L'Hommedieu. 83
POND. True Adventures of Pirates. 102
Porcupine Twins. Tompkins. 94
Postman Joe. Pilgrim. 102
POSY. Holiday Night Dreams. 6
POTTER. Animals' Train Ride. 47
. Golden Book of Little Verses. 24
POURRAT. Treasury of French Tales. 102
Powder and Hides. Gendron. 43
PRATT. Flash of Washington Square. 36
Prehistoric Animals. Scheele. 63
PRICE, O. M. Glass Mountain. 94
PRICE, W. D. Underwater Adventure. 47
Prom Trouble. Summers. 64
PROUT. Race for Land. 36
PURCELL. True Book of African Animals.
24
QUEEN. Blue Herring Mystery. 36
Queen Elizabeth and the Spanish Armada.
Winwar. 95
Queen Who Longed for Snow. Hackett. 12
Rabbit's Party and Other Stories. Blyton. 2
RABE. United Nations Plays and Programs.
51
Race for Land. Prout. 36
Rachel. Lewiton. 13
Radium Woman. Doorly. 91
Rain or Shine. Oliver. 35
RAINS. Lazy Liza Lizard's Tricks. 6
Rains Will Come. Means. 62
RAPAPORT. Whittle Too Much. 86
Reading Ladders for Human Relations. Heaton
and Lewis. 96
Real Book about Gold. Coy. 59
Real Book about Real Crafts. Roberts. 94
Real Book about the Sea. Epstein and Wil-
liams. 50
Real Book of Science Experiments. Leeming.
5
Rebel Mail Runner. Wellman. 48
Red Barn Club. Bothwell. 50
Red Car. Stanford. 54
Red Fury, Son of Champions. McGuire. 46
REICHERT. Happy Holidays. 47
REID. All Because of Dawks. 94
REINER. Flying Rangers. 47
REISS. China Boat Boy. 62
Remarkable History of Tony Beaver, West
Virginian. Cober. 10
RENDINA. My Love for One. 62
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RENICK. John's Back Yard Camp. 36
Return of the Thunderbird. Baker. 74
REYNOLDS, D. Fortune Trail. 53
REYNOLDS, E. R. Fire Mist-A Planet. 94
REYNOLDS, Q. J. Battle of Britain. 47
. F. B. I. 86
RIEDMAN. Food for People. 6
RINDEN. Sidewalk Kids. 6
Ring Neck. Hinkle. 80
RIPPER. Bats. 36
Road Lies West. Howard. 81
Roary Lion. Helm. 60
ROBERTS. Real Book about Real Crafts. 94
ROBERTSON. Three Stuffed Owls. 86
. Wreck of the Saginaw. 15
ROBINSON. King Arthur and His Knights. 47
Rocket Rider. MacLaren. 61
Rockets at Dawn. Coleman. 50
Rod's Dog. Bailey. 18
ROGERS, E. Angela of Angel Court. 36
ROGERS, M. First Book of Cotton. 15
Ronnie's Wish. Brown. 75
ROOKE. Twins in South Africa. 94
Roosevelt, Theodore. Castor. 75; Foster. 4
Ross, Betsy. Well. 71
ROSS, F. X. Young People's Book of Jet
Propulsion. 24
ROTHE. Mr. Bear's House. 54
ROUNDS, G. Whitey Takes a Trip. 15
ROUNDS, R. It Happened to Hannah. 63
Route 13, April. 1.
Rowan Farm. Benary-Isbert. 18
ROWE. Oh, Brother. 87
Rowena the Sailor. Holberg. 12
Roy Rogers and Cowboy Toby. Beecher. 49
RUGH. Crystal Mountain. 87
Runaway Chimps. Barr. 25
RUSHMORE. Ghost Cat. 37
RUSSELL. Skeet. 6
RYDBERG. Sixteen Is Special. 24
Saddlebag Summer. Anderson. 73
Sailing and Small Boats. Lewis. 34
SAMACHSON. Let's Meet the Theatre. 87
Sam's Big Worry. Smith. 7
San Sebastian. Dillon. 76
SANDERS. Year of the Mintie May. 87
SANFORD. Let's Believe. 24
SAUER. Mike's House. 15
SAWYER. Cottage for Betsy. 87
____. Journey Cake, HoI 6
Scalawag the Monkey. Dixon. 29
SCHACHNER. Alexander Hamilton, Nation
Builder. 6
SCHARTUM-HANSEN. Ingvild's Diary. 15
SCHEELE. Prehistoric Animals. 63
SCHERMAN. Slave Who Freed Haiti. 87
SCHLEIN. Elephant Herd. 15
. Heavy Is a Hippopotamus. 88
. How Do You Travel? 37
SCHNEIDER. Let's Look Under the City. 63
School Bus Picnic. Fine. 30
Schroeder. At the Airport. 20
. At the Bakery. 28
.At the Harbor. 28
___ . At the Library. 28
___ . At the Post Office. 28
. At the Zoo. 21
SCHWARTZ. Through the Magnifying Glass.
7
SCOTT, J. U. Cues for Careers. 15
SCOTT, S. Chica. 47
Search for Sammie. Tippett. 38
SEARS. Tree Frog. 54
Secret of the Two Feathers. Duka and Kolda.
11.
Selfish Giant. Wilde. 56
SELLEW. Adventures with the Heroes. 7
SETH. Operation Getaway. 37
Seven Remarkable Bears. McLeod. 35
Sewing. Zarchy. 8
SEYMOUR. Kaatje and the Christmas Com-
pass. 88
SHANNON. Today Is Story Day. 54
. Wheels Across America. 54
SHAW. Outdoor Fun. 16
SHEEAN. Thomas Jefferson, Father of
Democracy. 54
SHERLOCK. Anansi, the Spider Man. 54
Shining Filly. Downey. 50
SHIPPEN. I Know a City. 37
Shoeshine Boy. Beim. 1
Side Saddle for Dandy. Faulkner. 78
Sidewalk Kids. Rinden. 6
Sierra Ranger. Thomson. 64
Sign of the Seven Seas. Dawson. 76
Silken Secret. Trease. 55
Silver Answer. Burnett. 90
Silver Curlew. Farjeon. 29
Silver Star. Chipperfield. 75
SIMON, N. Wet World. 70
SIMON, R. Mat and Mandy and the Big Dog,
Bigger. 37
Simon. Sutcliff. 7
Sing Morning Star. Meigs. 102
Singing Among Strangers. Hunt. 101
6 on Easy Street. Cavanna. 42
Sixteen Is Special. Rydberg. 24
Skeet. Russell. 6
Skeleton Cave. Cheney. 20
Skyjets. Donaldson. 91
Skyrocketing Into the Unknown. Coombs. 28
Slave Who Freed Haiti. Scherman. 87
SLEPICKA. Bird Houses. 93
SLOBODKIN. Horse with the High-Heeled
Shoes. 63
SMALL. Dangerous Duty. 37
SMILEY. Little Boy Navajo. 54
SMITH, D. H. Tall Book of Christmas. 47
SMITH, E. Y. Jennifer Dances. 70
. Sun Looks Down. 63 . Sam's Big Worry. 7
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SMITH, F. C. First Book of Conservation. 37
SMITH, N. W. Ghostly Trio. 88
SMITH, T. K. Wiki of Walpi. 54
SMITHER. Early Old Testament Stories. 37
Sneakers. Brown. 90
SNOW. Jeb and the Flying Jenny. 88
_ . Whistling Mountain Mystery. 70
Snow for Christmas. Bowen. 2
Snow King, Herd Dog of Lapland. Strong. 7
Somebody Special. Frazier. 99
Songbirds of America. Allen and Kellogg. 49
Songs Children Like. Association for Child-
hood Education International. 9
Sons of the Big Muddy. Granberg. 79
Sophocles the Hyena. Moran. 69
SORENSEN. House Next Door. 88
Sparkle and Puff Ball. Brown. 58
Speed Speed Speed. Fenner. 78
Spice's Football. Jackson. 92
SPIESEKE. Bibliography of Textbooks in the
Social Studies 1953-1954. 56
Sport and Racing Cars. Yates. 56
SPRINKLE. Parakeet Peter. 63
Spy in Williamsburg. Lawrence. 92
Squanto, Friend of the White Men. Bulla. 58
Squiffy the Skunk. Brett. 27
Stairway to a Secret. Wehen. 40
STANFORD. Red Car. 54
Star Beast. Heinlein. 79
Stars Are Ours I Norton. 35
STEELE. Francis Marion, Young Swamp
Fox. 63
___ . Story of Daniel Boone. 38
STEINER. Charlotte Steiner's ABC. 38
_ Kiki Loves Music. 48
STEPHENS. Pancho the Monkey. 38
STERLING. Insects and the Homes They
Build. 38
. United Nations, N. Y. 7
STEWART. Taxco Tommy. 38
Story Hour for the Three to Five Year Old. 8
Story in the Rosary. Wood. 72
Story of Charles Dickens. Graham. 51
Story of Daniel Boone. Steele. 38
Story of Peter Tschaikovsky. Wheeler. 7
Story of Pocahontas. Graham. 31
Story of the Kite. Neal. 85
STRAIN. Being Born. 55
STREATFEILD. Family Shoes. 48
STREET. Good-Bye, My Lady. 48
STRONG. Snow King, Herd Dog of Lapland. 7
Struggle at Saddle Bow. Meyers. 53
STUART. Penny's Worth of Character. 88
Stuyvesant, Peter. Crouse. 76; Holland. 12
Sudden Voyage. Amrein. 57
SUMMERS. Prom Trouble. 64
Sun Looks Down. Schlein. 63
Super Summer. Oberreich. 85
Superjet. Zarem and Cantwell. 16
Superliner United States. Ford. 30
Superstitious? Here's Why Bachelor and
de Lys. 97
Supplementary Reading on South America for
Elementary Grades. White. 8
Susan and the Birds and Other Stories. Blyton.
19
Susie and the Dancing Cat. Wyndham. 96
SUTCLIFF. Simon. 7
Sutter, John. Clairmonte. 76
Swans of Ballycastle. Hackett. 51
Swans of Willow Pond. Earle. 91
SYME. Henry Hudson. 88
TALBERT. Famous Airports of the World. 16
Tales of Christophilos. Nan Kivell. 5
Tall Book of Christmas. Smith. 47
Tangle-Britches. Peckham. 86
Tank Menagerie. McClintock. 45
Taxco Tommy. Stewart. 38
TAYLOR. More All-of-a-Kind Family. 70
Teach Me To Cook. Morton. 46
Tell Me Why. Bobrow. 2
Temagami Guide. Hambledon. 91
Tenoch. Merrell. 84
Tenth Birthday. Commager. 59
Terry Parks. Widney. 64
Thanksgiving Story. Dalgliesh. 98
THAYER. Where's Andy? 38
They Live in the City. Lago. 4
Third Daughter. Hennagin. 79
THOGMARTIN. Make-Believe Giant, and
Other Stories. 38
THOMAS. If I'd Been Born in Bethlehem. 55
THOMPSON. Green Threshold. 71
THOMSON. Sierra Ranger. 64
Three Boys and a Mine. Agle and Wilson. 17
Three Stuffed Owls. Robertson. 86
Through the Magnifying Glass. Schwartz. 7
Thunder. Cooper. 50
Thunder Beach. Watkins. 40
Time in Your Life. Adler. 73
Tiny Tot Songs. Bierstedt. 2
TIPPETT. Search for Sammie. 38
To a Different Drum. Norman. 69
To Have and Not Hold. Lyon. 34
To See the Queen. Gibson. 60
Today Is Story Day. Shannon and Payzant. 54
TODD, M. F. Juggler of Notre Dame. 16
TODD, R. Trucks, Tractors and Trailers. 64
Tom Benn and Blackbeard, the Pirate. Le
Grand. 33
TOMPKINS. Porcupine Twins. 94
TOR. Getting to Know Germany. 7
Tough Winter. Lawson. 61
Tourney Team. Frick. 30
TOUSEY. John C. Fremont, Western Path-
finder. 38
. Pete and the Old Ford. 38
TOWNES. Words I Like To Read and Write. 5
5
TRACY, E. B. Great Horse of the Plains. 55
TREASE. Silken Secret. 55
Treasure of Barby Swin. Crisp. 76
Treasury of French Tales. Pourrat. 102
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Tree Frog. Sears. 54
Troopers All. Floherty. 60
Trouble on Titan. Nourse. 23
Trucks, Tractors and Trailers. Todd. 64
True Adventure of Pirates. Pond. 102
True Adventures of Spies. Komroff. 13
True Book of African Animals. Purcell. 24
True Book of Animal Babies. Podendorf. 93
True Book of Birds We Know. Kriskey. 31
True Book of Farm Animals. Lewellen. 13
True Book of Moon, Sun and Stars. Lewellen. 53
True Book of Our Post Office and Its Helpers.
Miner. 84
True Book of Pets. Podendorf. 6
True Book of Policemen and Firemen. Miner. 46
Trumpeter's Tale. Eaton. 59
Tuffy. Franklin. 30
TUNIS. Weapons. 7
Twain, Mark. Peare. 86
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. Disney. 76
Twins in South Africa. Rooke. 94
Twirly Skirt. Goldberg. 22
Two Cars. Aulaire. 89
Two Little Bears. Ylla. 96
ULLMAN. Banner in the Sky. 39
Underwater Adventure. Price. 47
United Nations, N. Y. Sterling. 7
United Nations Plays and Programs. Fisher
and Rabe. 51
Unwilling Heart. Marshall. 84
VAN SOMEREN. Young Traveler in Holland. 39
VAYGOUNY. Greenland Waters. 94
Venture of the Thunderbird. Baker. 74
VERRALL. Men of Flight. 39
VETTER. Cargo for Jennifer. 39
Visual History of the United States. Faulkner. 21
Voyage to Bengal. Knight. 82
WADSWORTH. Peter Rabbit. 39
Wait for the Sunshine. Blough. 26
Wait Till September. Whiteley. 95
WALDEN. All My Love. 39
. Daystar. 95
WALPOLE. Getting Along. 55
War Chant. Dunsing. 99
WARD. Little Baptiste. 101
. Martin Luther. 5
WARE. Phantom of the Bridge. 48
WARNER. Yellow House Mystery. 16
Warpath. Grant. 31
WARREN. Headquarters Ranch. 40
Washington, George. Koral. 52
WATKINS. Thunder Beach. 40
WATSON, N. D. Whose Birthday Is It? 64
WATSON, S. Highland Rebel. 95
WATTS. Patchwork Kilt. 55
We Came to America. Cavanah. 75
We Live in a Great Big City. Anton. 49
Weapons. Tunis. 7
WEBB. Jungle Picnic. 55
WEBER. Beany Has a Secret Life. 71
WEHEN. Stairway to a Secret. 40
WEHREN. Penny's Bargain Horse. 64
WEIL. Betsy Ross, Girl of Old Philadelphia. 71
WEISS. Mixups and Fixups. 95
WELCH. Knight Crusader. 71
WELLMAN. Gray Riders. 95
.Rebel Mail Runner. 48
WERNER. Golden Picture Book of Words. 64
WERRENRATH. Baby Chipmunk. 4
. Dolls of Other Lands. 80
. Growing Things. 32
.In My House. 44
.My Big Brother. 101
. My Goldfish. 68
. Peek In. 81
WEST. Happy Hollisters at Mystery Moun-
tain. 16
. Happy Hollisters at Sea Gull Beach. 7
. Happy Hollisters at Snowflake Camp. 40.
Wet World. Simon. 70
What Can a Horse Do That You Can't Do?
Crowell. 59
What I'd Like To Be. Munari. 23
What Tree Is It? Pistorius. 93
What's in the Dark? Memling. 69
Wheel on the Chimney. Brown and Gergely. 19
Wheel on the School. De Jong. 67
WHEELER. Story of Peter Tschaikovsky. 7
Wheels Across America. Shannon. 54
When Jesus Was a Little Boy. Eberling. 21
When the Sun Danced. Loken. 83
When Washington Traveled. Lansing. 33
When You Were a Little Baby. Berman. 18
Where Else but Alaska? Machetanz. 34
Where's Andy? Thayer. 38
Which Was Witch? Jewett. 13
Whistle for a Wind. Ogilvie. 85
Whistling Mountain Mystery. Snow. 70
WHITE, D. Johnny Cake Mine. 40
WHITE, D. N. Books Before Five. 8
WHITE, E. C. Supplementary Reading on South
America for Elementary Grades. 8
WHITELEY. Wait Till September. 95
Whitey Takes a Trip. Rounds. 15
Whitman, Marcus. Daugherty. 10; Williams. 56
Whittle Too Much. Rapaport. 86
Who Built the Bridge? Bate. 26
Who's Who in Your Family. Beim. 18
Whose Birthday Is It? Watson. 64
Whozits. Browin. 89
WIDDEMER. Great Pine's Son. 55
Wide River. Hogner. 60
WIDNEY. Terry Parks. 64
Wiki of Walpi. Smith. 54
WILCOX. David's Ranch. 40
Wild Winter. Wood. 72
WILDE. Selfish Giant. 56
Wilderness Pup. Johnson. 13
WILLARD. Pillow-Time Tales. 71
WILLIAMS, A. W. Narcissa & Marcus Whit-
man. 56
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WILLIAMS, B. Real Book About the Sea. 50
Willie's Adventures. Brown. 2
WILSON, A. C. Mystery Tour. 71
WILSON, E. Three Boys and a Mine. 17
WILSON, H. H. More Fun with Herbert. 40
WINDERS. Ethan Allen, Green Mountain Boy.
95
WINWAR. Queen Elizabeth and the Spanish
Armada. 95
Wish Around the World. Earle. 21
Witch Doctor's Son. Lampman. 45
With Dad Alone. Beim. 74
WITHERS. American Riddle Book. 56
WOLFE. Adventures on Horseback. 71
Wolverine. Hambleton. 79
Wonder World of the Seashore. Neurath. 35
Wonderful Carpet and Other Stories. Blyton. 2
Wonderful Flight to the Mushroom Planet.
Cameron. 20
Wonderful World. Fisher. 21
WOOD, C. Drawing at the Circus. 56
WOOD, Katharine. Story in the Rosary. 72
WOOD, Kerry. Wild Winter. 72
WOODY. Almena's Dogs. 72
WOLLEY. Ginnie and the New Girl. 72
Words I Like To Read and Write. O'Donnell
and Townes. 5
Work Boats. Frank. 99
Wreck of the Saginaw. Robertson. 15
WYNDHAM. Buttons and Beaux. 12
WYNDHAM. Susie and the Dancing Cat. 96
YASHIMA. Plenty To Watch. 96
YATES. Sport and Racing Cars. 56
Year of the Mintie May. Sanders. 87
Yellow House Mystery. Warner. 16
Ylla. Two Little Bears. 96
YOUNG. Georgie Finds a Grandpa. 96
Young Circus Detective. Coombs. 28
Young Crow Raider. Kroll. 82
Young Hero of the Range. Payne. 15
Young Jed Smith, Westering Boy. Burt. 97
Young Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots. King. 33
Young People's Book of Jet Propulsion. Ross
24
Young Traveler in Holland. Van Someren. 39
Young Traveler in Ireland. Herring. 44
Young Traveler in New Zealand. Harrop.
100
Your Breakfast and the People Who Made It.
Gruenberg and Adelson. 68
Your Dating Days. Landis. 33
Your Kitten. Foster. 91
ZARCHY. Sewing. 8
ZAREM. Superjet. 16
Zippy Goes to School. Ecuyer.
Zippy the Chimp. Ecuyer. 3
Zoo Expeditions. Bridges. 75
Zooparade. Perkins. 102
29
